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Common Business Planning Challenges
• Liquidity

• Life Insurance 
• Ownership
• Estate Inclusion (Incidents of 

Ownership)
• ILITs

• Qualification for 6166 Election 
• Shareholder Agreements and 

Operating Agreements
• Partner Buy-Out
• Strategic Buy Sell



Common Business Planning Challenges

• Entity Selection
• Partnership/LLC
• C Corporation
• S Corporation

• Succession and Maintenance of Company Values
• Delaware Purposes Trusts

• Trust Ownership of Business Entities
• QSST elections
• Net Investment Income Tax



Common Business Planning Challenges
• Income Tax Planning

• Tax Basis
• QSBS
• Negative Capital Accounts

• Income Tax Gain Issues – Be careful with IDGTs and GRATs
• Other income tax gain triggers – decants?
• Partnership Freeze Techniques

• Valuation Issues 
• Defined Value Clauses

• Sharing Business Information with Trust Beneficiaries
• THIS IS NOT EVERYTHING.   SIMPLY SOME SELECT EXAMPLES.



BUY-SELL PROVISIONS



• Redemption, Cross-Purchase, Combination
• Key Triggers

• Death, Disability, Divorce, Bankruptcy, Bad-Boy

• Consider purchase terms and liquidity needs
• S Corporation provisions
• Spousal Issues 

• Require Consent
• Non-recognition provisions related to divorce
• Marital Deduction Issues – Be careful with bargain sale provision

• Mandatory Tax Distributions

Common Buy-Sell Provisions/Issues



Valuation Issues – Defined Value Clauses



• Goal – Protect against IRS valuation challenges in connection with gifting 
transactions

• With valuation discounting (control, marketability, etc.), business valuations can be susceptible 
to challenges.

• Careful Drafting Required – See Case Law
• Essentially 3 Buckets of Cases

Defined Value Clauses



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Commissioner v. Proctor, 142 F.2d 824 (4th Cir. 1944).
• Clause in Question:

• The Grantor is advised by counsel and satisfied that the present transfer is not subject to 
Federal gift tax. However, in the event it should be determined by final judgment or 
order of a competent federal court of last resort that any part of the transfer in trust 
hereunder is subject to gift tax, it is agreed by all the parties hereto that in that event the 
excess property hereby transferred which is decreed by such court to be subject to gift 
tax, shall automatically be deemed not to be included in the conveyance in trust 
hereunder and shall remain the sole property of Frederic W. Procter free from the trust 
hereby created.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: Yes



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• King v. U.S., 545 F.2d 700 (10th Cir. 1976).
• Clause In Question:

• However, if the fair market value of The Colorado Corporation stock as of the date of this 
letter is ever determined by the Internal Revenue Service to be greater or less than the 
fair market value determined in the same manner described above, the purchase price 
shall be adjusted to the fair market value determined by the Internal Revenue Service.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Harwood v. Comm'r., 82 T.C. 239 (1984).
• Clause in Question:

• In the event that the value of the partnership interest listed in Schedule "A" shall be 
finally determined to exceed$ 400,000 for purposes of computing the California or 
United States Gift Tax, and in the opinion of the Attorney for the trustee a lower value is 
not reasonably defendable, the trustee shall immediately execute a promissory note to 
the trustors in the usual form at 6 percent interest in a principal amount equal to the 
difference between the value of such gift and$ 400,000.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: Yes



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Ward v. Comm'r., 87 T.C. 78 (1986).
• Clause In Question:

• In consideration of love and affection, each Donor does hereby assign to each Donee all of the Donor's 
right, title and interest in and to twenty-five (25) shares of the capital stock of J-SEVEN RANCH, INC., a 
Florida corporation, hereinafter called the "Corporation". The parties acknowledge that the computation 
of the number of shares constituting each gift has been based upon their mutual understanding and 
belief that the fair market value of each share is $2,000.00, resulting in tax liability for each Donor less 
than the amount of unified credit against gift tax to which the Donor is entitled at this time under 
applicable provisions of law. Each party hereto agrees that if it should be finally determined  for Federal  
gift tax purposes  that the fair market value of each share of capital stock of the Corporation exceeds or 
is less than$ 2,000.00 an adjustment will be made in the number of shares constituting each gift so that 
each Donor will give to each Donor the maximum number of full shares of capital stock of the 
Corporation, the total value of which will be $50,000.00 from each Donor to each Donee and a total of 
$150,000 from each Donor to all Donees. Any adjustment so made which results in an increase or 
decrease in the number of shares held by a stockholder of the Corporation will be made effective as of 
the same date as this Agreement, and any dividends  paid thereafter shall be recomputed  and 
reimbursed  as necessary to give effect to the intent of this Agreement."

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: Yes



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Knight v. Comm'r., 115 T.C. 506 (2001)
• Clause In Question:

• Transferor irrevocably transfers and assigns to each Transferee above identified, as a gift, 
that number of limited partnership units in Herbert D. Knight Limited Partnership which 
is equal in value, on the effective date of this transfer, to $600,000.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: Yes



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Succession of McCord v. Comm'r., 461 F.3d 614 (5th Cir. 2006) & 
McCord v. Comm 'r., 120 T.C. 358, 365 (2003), rev'd 461 F.3d 614 (5th 
Cir. 2006).

• Clause In Question:
• [T]he fair market value of the Assigned Partnership Interest as of the date of this 

Assignment Agreement shall be the price at which the Assigned Partnership Interest 
would change hands as of the date of this Assignment Agreement between a 
hypothetical willing buyer and a hypothetical willing seller, neither being under any 
compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Hamilton v. Commissioner, (In re Estate of Christiansen), 130 T.C. 1 (2008), 
afl'd, 586 F.3d 1061 (8th Cir. 2009).

• Clause In Question:
• Partial Disclaimer of the Gift: Intending to disclaim a fractional portion of the Gift, Christine 

Christiansen Hamilton hereby disclaims that portion of the Gift determined by reference to a 
fraction, the numerator of which is the fair market value of the Gift (before payment of debts, 
expenses and taxes) on April 17, 2001, less Six Million Three Hundred Fifty Thousand and 
No/100 Dollars ($6,350,000.00) and the denominator of which is the fair market value of the 
Gift (before payment of debts, expenses and taxes) on April 17, 2001 ("the Disclaimed 
Portion"). For purposes of this paragraph, the fair market value of the Gift (before payment of 
debts, expenses and taxes) on April 17, 2001, shall be the price at which the Gift (before 
payment of debts, expenses and taxes) would have changed hands on April 17, 2001, 
between a hypothetical willing buyer and a hypothetical willing seller, neither being under 
any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts for 
purposes of Chapter 11 of the [Internal Revenue] Code, as such value is finally determined for 
federal estate tax purposes.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



Defined Value Clauses Case Law
• Petter v. Comm'r., 653 F.3d 1012 (9th Cir. 2011).

• Clause In Question:
• Transferor wishes to assign X number of Units in the Company (the "Units") including all of the 

Transferor's right, title and interest in the economic, management and voting rights in the Units as 
a gift to the Transferees.

1.1  Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Transferor:
assigns to the Trust as a gift the number of Units described in the Recital above that equals X dollar 
amount that can pass free of federal gift tax by reason of Transferor's applicable exclusion amount 
allowed by Internal Revenue Code Section 2010(c). Transferor currently understands her unused 
applicable exclusion amount to be X dollars, so that the amount of this gift should be X dollars; and
assigns to The Charity as a gift ...  the difference between the total number of Units described in the 
Recital above and the number of Units assigned to the Trust in Section 1.1.i.
The Trust agrees that, if the value of the Units it initially receives is finally determined for federal gift 
tax purposes to exceed the amount described in Section 1.1.i, Trustee will, on behalf of the Trust and 
as a condition of the gift to it, transfer the excess Units to The Charity as soon as practicable.
1.3  The Charity agrees that, if the value of the Units the Trust initially receives is finally determined 
for federal gift tax purposes to be less than the amount described in Section 1.1.i, The Charity will, as 
a condition of the gift to it, transfer the excess Units to the Trust as soon as practicable.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Hendrix v. Comm'r., T.C. Memo 2011-133 (2011) 
• Clause In Question:

• Each agreement effected the transfer pursuant to a formula under which: (1) A portion 
of the assigned shares having a fair market value as of the effective date equal to 
$10,519,136.12 was assigned to the trustees to be held in equal shares for the benefit of 
the daughters, and (2) any remaining portion of the assigned shares was assigned to the 
Foundation for the benefit of the donor advised fund. The assignment agreements 
defined fair market value as the price at which those shares would change hands as of 
the effective date between a hypothetical willing buyer and a hypothetical willing seller, 
neither under any compulsion to buy or to sell and both having reasonable knowledge of 
relevant facts.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



Defined Value Clauses Case Law

• Wandry v. Comm'r., T.C. Memo 2012-88 (2012).
• Clause In Question:

• Although the number of Units gifted is fixed on the date of the gift, that number is based on 
the fair market value of the gifted Units, which cannot be known on the date of the gift but 
must be determined after such date based on all relevant information as of that date. 
Furthermore, the value determined is subject to challenge by the Internal Revenue Service 
("IRS"). I intend to have a good faith determination of such value made by an independent 
third-party professional experienced in such matters and appropriately qualified to make such 
a determination. Nevertheless, if, after the number of gifted Units is determined based on 
such valuation, the IRS challenges such valuation and a final determination of a different 
value is made by the IRS or a court of law, the number of gifted Units shall be adjusted 
accordingly so that the value of the number of Units gifted to each person equals the amount 
set forth above, in the same manner as a federal estate tax formula marital deduction amount 
would be adjusted for a valuation redetermination by the IRS and/or a court of law.

• Transfer subject to Additional Gift Tax: No



QSST ELECTION



Election Deadlines for Trusts
Owning S Stock 
• If deemed owner dies, two years after death (including QSSTs)
• However, if trust is a revocable trust taxed as an estate under a Code 

§645 election, it may hold the stock until the Code §645 election 
terminates

• Code § 645 election expires 6 months after closing letter is issued if 
estate tax return is required; IRS decision not to issue closing letters is 
favorable

• Expires 2 years after death if smaller estate



Election Deadlines for Trusts
Owning S Stock
• Compare trust income tax to tax rate of beneficiary of successor trust 

(if QSST election is available)
• Fast funding of successor trust might be desirable, but consider tax 

reimbursement issue we will discuss and whether administrative 
expenses need to be deducted (especially for estates not subject to 
estate tax due to asset size or marital deduction)



• Trust created under a will may hold stock until second anniversary of 
trust’s funding

• This applies to trusts created under a revocable trust with a Code § 645 
election in place

• If qualifies as a QSST, might not want to wait

Election Deadlines for Trusts
Owning S Stock



• Nongrantor trusts have 2 months and 15 days to get ESBT or QSST 
election in place

• Rev. Proc. 2013-30 grants inadvertent termination relief within 3 years 
and 75 days

• Consider protections in buy-sell agreements

Election Deadlines for Trusts
Owning S Stock



Irrevocable Grantor Trust Owning S 
Corporation Stock 
• Perhaps irrevocable grantor trust is only 99.9% a grantor trust?
• Code § 682 was a trap upon separation, but 2017 tax reform 

repealed it after 12/31/2018, subject to transition rules
• Consider ESBT election up front; grantor trust trumps Code § 641(c); 

disadvantage of ESBT election is less favorable taxation 2 years after 
grantor’s death if trust is grantor trust at death (the latter)



S Corporation Post-Mortem Taxable Income 
• Estate or prior grantor trust does not have to make a tax election yet
• Consider issue of trapped income
• Should the executor/trustee quickly fund downstream QSSTs?
• If pre-mortem QSST, then automatically continue as separate QSSTs post-mortem if 

provide so in trust agreement 

Post-Mortem K-1s 



Planning for 3.8% Tax on
Net Investment Income (NII) 



• Passive vs. nonpassive income 
• Investments 
• Interest on working capital 

Planning for 3.8% Tax on
Net Investment Income (NII) 



• Nonrental income
• Rental income

3.8% NII Tax



3.8% NII Tax – Nonrental Income

Material participation ideal 
• More than 500 hours current year
• More than 500 hours 5/10 past years
• Professional service – any 3 years
• Other exceptions apply



3.8% NII Tax – Nonrental Income

Significant participation 
• More than 100 hours
• Recharacterizes income but not loss
• Some credits disallowed due to mismatch 



Per se passive, except:
• Real estate professional
• Self-rental plus more than 500 hours
• No significant participation exception (other than structure in)

3.8% NII Tax – Rental Income



• Includes spousal work
• Excludes investor work
• Make-work: excluded for loss but included for income

3.8% NII Tax – Participation 



3.8% NII Tax – Participation 
by Nongrantor Trust 
“An estate or trust is treated as materially participating in an activity (or 
as actively participating in a rental real estate activity) if an executor or 
fiduciary, in his capacity as such, is so participating.”
• IRS treats as exclusive test
• Mattie Carter did not accept IRS’ view



3.8% NII Tax – Participation 
by Nongrantor Trust
• Audit manual - relaxed
• National office and litigation position - strict
• Difficult for traditional corporation per TAM 201317010



Way to comply 
• Authorize shareholders to manage, bypassing board
• Management contract to trust
• Trustee fee; Form 1099-MISC

3.8% NII Tax – Participation 
by Nongrantor Trust



3.8% Tax – Participation by Grantor Trust

• Look to deemed owner’s participation
• No IRS roadblocks
• QSST or regular grantor trust



Plan for nongrantor trust:
• QSST sale of stock, business assets, etc.
• Turning off grantor trust powers
Need trustee to participate while grantor trust?

3.8% Tax – Grantor Trust



Delaware Purpose Trusts



• Delaware permits a trust for any non-charitable purpose that is 
not impossible of attainment.   

• The trust may be valid even though it does not have an 
identifiable person as a beneficiary.

• Because there is no identifiable beneficiary to enforce the 
provisions of the trust, a person identified in the trust agreement 
(the “Enforcer”) may enforce the terms of the trust.

• Many business owners are using for governance or mission 
lock situations.

• Other creative uses in the public sector – Facebook Oversight 
Board Trust

Delaware Purpose Trust Statute



QSBS Planning: Stacking the Gain Exclusion 
Using a Delaware Incomplete Gift, 

Non-Grantor Trust



Overview

• General Overview of Internal Revenue Code Section 1202

• Summary of DING Trusts

• Use of Trusts to “Stack” the Code Section 1202 Gain Exclusion
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QSBS General Eligibility

• If certain requirements are met, Section 1202 of the Internal Revenue Code permits 
taxpayers to exclude some or all of the gains from the sale of C Corporation shares.   
Code Section 1202 was designed to encourage investment in small businesses.

• General Eligibility:
• Non-corporate taxpayer (§ 1202(a)(1));
• Acquires “qualified small business stock” (QSBS) (§ 1202(c)(1));
• Shares were issued by a qualified small business after August 10, 1993 (§ 1202(c)(1));
• Acquisition by the taxpayer at “original issuance”, or purchased or received for 

services rendered (§ 1202(c)(1)) – there are also certain non-recognition transfers 
under 
(§ 1202(h)) ; and

• Holding period of 5 years (§ 1202(a)(1)).

3



QSBS Gain Exclusion Amount

• Depending on the date of acquisition of the shares, a taxpayer may be eligible for 
up to a 100% exclusion of the gains from capital gains tax, up to the greater of:

• 10 times the taxpayer’s basis in the shares (§ 1202(b)(1)); and

• $10 million, including exclusion from the alternative minimum tax (AMT) and the 
Section 1411 3.8% Medicare surtax (§ 1202(b)(1)).

• The portion of a taxpayer’s excludible gain is dependent upon the date when the 
shares were acquired (§ 1202(a)(1),(a)(2),(a)(3)): 

• September 28, 2010 or later: 100% of gain is excludible 

• February 18, 2009 – September 27, 2010: 75% of gain is excludible 
• August 10, 1993 – February 17, 2009: 50% of gain is excludible

4



Acquisition by Taxpayer

• Taxpayer must have acquired the shares at original issuance in exchange for 
money or other property or as compensation for services provided to the 
corporation.

• Notable Exceptions:
• Transfers by Gift/Inheritance: For shares received as a transfer by gift or at death, the 

transferee is deemed to have acquired the shares in the same qualifying manner as the 
transferor and deemed to have held the shares during any continuous period 
immediately preceding the transfer by the transferor (i.e., tacks transferor’s holding 
period). 
(§ 1202(h)(1) and (h)(2)).

• Shares received from a partnership and the § 1202(g) pass-through entity requirements 
are satisfied.

5



QSBS Planning Examples

• Elizabeth, a very wealthy and successful investor, acquires 4,000 shares of stock in 
XYZ, Inc. on October 1, 2010 for $1,200,000.   Elizabeth has 3 successful and 
responsible adult children (Eric, Dierks, and Chris).   The shares qualify for QSBS 
treatment under Code Section 1202.  

• Elizabeth believes the shares will substantially appreciate in value over the next 
several years and discusses gifting strategies with her estate planning counsel.   
Elizabeth’s counsel suggests that Elizabeth gift 3,000 shares of her stock (using a 
portion of her lifetime gift exemption ($5.5 million in 2010)) to 3 grantor trusts 
(one for each child).   Elizabeth retains 1,000 shares for herself.

6



QSBS Planning Examples

• The trusts are grantor trusts because Elizabeth has retained the right in a non-
fiduciary capacity “to reacquire the trust corpus by substituting other property of 
an equivalent value” – this is know as a “swap power”.   Under Code Section 
675(4)(C) this causes the trusts to be a grantor trusts as to Elizabeth.   Elizabeth 
prefers this approach so she can pay the tax liability of the trusts effectively 
making additional tax free gifts to her children.   

• Her counsel, however, includes a provision in the trusts allowing the “swap 
power” to be relinquished (making the trust a “non-grantor” trust) should 
Elizabeth desire to discontinue her personal payment of the income tax liability of 
the trusts.   Notably, the retention of the swap power will not cause the trust 
assets to be includable in Elizabeth’s estate for estate tax purposes.   See Rev. Rul. 
2008-22.

7



QSBS Planning Examples

• Elizabeth and her children are NY residents.   NY’s income tax rate is 8.82%.

• Elizabeth reaches out to you in September of 2020 (10 years after acquisition of 
the shares) and informs you that all shares will be sold for a total of $40 million 
($10 million to her and each trust).   The shares qualify for the QSBS exclusion.   

• Elizabeth seeks your advice in connection with the sale.   She is aware of the 
QSBS exclusion but believes her QSBS exclusion amount is limited to $12 million –
i.e., greater of $10 million or ten times her basis of $1.2 million (remember, she 
gifted 3,000 of 4,000 of the shares to trusts, but the trusts are grantor trusts for 
income tax purposes so she should get full credit for all of the tax basis when 
calculating the QSBS exclusion).  

• Is this her only option?   What if she relinquishes the swap power?

8



QSBS Planning Examples

• Grantor Trust Result – Elizabeth maintains the swap power and all QSBS shares 
are sold

• Since the trusts are grantor trusts, Elizabeth must pay all income taxes associated 
with the sale of the shares (all income taxes in connection with the sale of her shares 
and the trusts shares).   Her QSBS exclusion amount is $12 million (ten times the 
total basis of $1.2 million).

• She will have $38.8 million of tax gain ($40 million less $1.2 million).   
• Accordingly, her income tax liability is $8,742,160.   $38.8 million of tax gain ($40 

million less $1.2 million basis) less $12 million of QSBS exclusion, multiplied by 
32.62% (assuming a 23.8% tax at the federal level, and the maximum 8.82% state 
level tax). 

• Net to Elizabeth is: $1,527,840 ($10 million received for her 1,000 shares less the 
$8,472,160 income tax liability)

• Net to Trusts - $30 million
• Total Net to Family: $31,527,840
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QSBS Planning Examples

• Non-Grantor Trust Result 
• Elizabeth converts the three grantor trusts to non-grantor trusts prior to the sale by 

relinquishing the swap power.
• The $9.7 million taxable gain on the 1,000 shares held by Elizabeth is covered by her 

QSBS exclusion ($10 million which represents the greater of $10 million or ten times 
her $300k basis).

• Each non-grantor trust also has a basis of $300k.   Because of Code Section 1202(h), 
each non-grantor trust, however, has a QSBS exclusion amount of $10 million.

• The $29.1 million of gain on the 3,000 shares held by the non-grantor trusts is 
excluded as a result of each non-grantor trusts $10 million QSBS exclusion.

• Net to Elizabeth - $10 million
• Net to Trusts: $30 million
• TAX SAVINGS - $8,472,160
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QSBS Planning Examples with DING Trust

• Elizabeth, a very wealthy and successful investor, acquires 4,000 shares of stock in XYZ, Inc. on 
October 1, 2010 for $1.2 million.   Elizabeth has 3 successful and responsible adult children (Eric, 
Dierks, and Chris).   The shares qualify for QSBS treatment under Code Section 1202.  Elizabeth 
has not historically given much thought to estate planning – her children are successful and she 
has some desire to leave most of her wealth to charity at death.   

• Elizabeth and her children are NY residents.  NY’s maximum income tax rate is 8.82%.

• In September 2020, Elizabeth contacts you regarding the sale of her QSBS shares.   The shares are 
worth $40 million.

• Elizabeth understands the QSBS exclusion and believes her maximum exclusion amount is $12 
million (greater of $10 million or ten times her $1.2 million basis).

• Accordingly, she believes her income tax liability is $8,742,160.   $38.8 million of gain ($40 million 
less $1.2 million basis) less $12 million of QSBS exclusion, multiplied by 32.62% combined federal 
and state income tax rate.
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QSBS Planning Examples with DING Trust

• Is Elizabeth right?
• Can’t she just gift 3,000 shares to non-grantor trusts to her three children 

to obtain the same result as in the previous example?
• What about gift taxes?

• If Elizabeth gifts the 3,000 shares before the sale when they are valued at $30 million 
there will be substantial gift taxes owed.

• Assuming Elizabeth still has all of her remaining federal estate/gift tax exemption 
($11.58 million in 2020), the amount of gift tax owed upon the gift of 3,000 shares 
would be $7,368,000 ($30 million gift less $11.58 million exemption, multiplied by 
40% gift tax rate).

• This is not a great result.   Elizabeth would save the $8,742,160 that she would pay in 
income taxes if she did nothing, but would pay gift taxes of $7,368,000, and utilize all 
of her federal estate/gift tax exemption.
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QSBS Planning Examples with DING Trust

• Can Elizabeth make a gifts to trusts and avoid the income taxes and 
gift taxes?

• YES, IF SHE CAN CREATE A TRUST THAT IS BOTH AN: (I) INCOMPLETE 
GIFT; AND (II) A NON-GRANTOR TRUST.

• A DING is an incomplete gift and non-grantor trust.

13



QSBS Planning Examples with DING Trust

• DING Trust Result 
• Before the sale, Elizabeth creates three DING trusts (one for each child) and transfers 

1,000 shares to each trust.  Elizabeth retains 1,000 shares.
• The $9.7 million taxable gain on the 1,000 shares held by Elizabeth is covered by her 

QSBS exclusion ($10 million which represents the greater of $10 million or ten times 
her $300k basis).

• Each DING trust also has a basis of $300k.   Because of Code Section 1202(h), each 
DING trust, however, has a QSBS exclusion amount of $10 million.

• The $29.1 million of gain on the 3,000 shares held by the DING trusts is excluded as a 
result of each DING trust $10 million QSBS exclusion.

• Net to Elizabeth - $10 million
• Net to DING trust: $30 million
• TAX SAVINGS - $8,742,160 (as opposed to just holding all shares and selling)
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DING Trusts

• A DING is a Delaware asset protection trust that, for federal tax purposes, is
structured as an incomplete gift and a non-grantor trust.

• Often used when a taxpayer resides in a state with a high income tax – depending
upon the state’s definition of resident trusts (e.g., when the state determines
residency of the trust for income tax purposes based upon the place of
administration), the DING may escape state income taxation in the taxpayer’s
place of residence. A DING that has no Delaware resident beneficiaries, will not
be subject to income taxes within the State of Delaware.
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Structuring the DING – Non-Grantor Trust Status

• Non-Grantor status obtained with use of a distribution committee, the members of 
which are adverse to the grantor (i.e., other current beneficiaries).

• For structuring the distribution committee – see PLRs 200715005, 200647001, 200637025, 
200612002, 200502014, 201310002, and 20150005; IR-2007-127; Rev. Rul. 76-503, 77-158; 
and CCA 201208026.

• In our example, the DINGs could provide as follows:
• DING 1 – Discretionary distributions may be made to Grantor, Grantor’s Spouse, Eric, 

Grantor’s Parents
• Distribution Committee is Eric and Grantor’s Parents

• DING 2 - Discretionary distributions may be made to Grantor, Grantor’s Spouse, Dierks, 
Grantor’s Siblings

• Distribution Committee is Dierks and Grantor’s Siblings
• DING 3 - Discretionary distributions may be made to Grantor, Grantor’s Spouse, Chris, 

Grantor’s Spouse’s Siblings
• Distribution Committee is Chris and Grantor’s Spouse’s Siblings

16



Structuring the DING – Non-Grantor Trust Status

• During Grantor’s lifetime, distributions permitted as follows:
• Grantor’s Consent Power: Majority of Distribution Committee Members 

plus written consent of the Grantor.
• Unanimous Member Power: All of the Distribution Committee 

Members by unanimous vote, other than the Grantor.
• Grantor’s Sole Power: Grantor, in a non-fiduciary capacity, may 

authorize distribution to one or more of beneficiaries for health, 
education, maintenance, and support.
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Structuring the DING – Incomplete Gift

• Incomplete Gift
• Grantor retains the following powers:

• Lifetime power of appointment limited by HEMS
• Testamentary limited power of appointment
• Veto power whereby a distribution directed by any one member of 

the distribution committee must be approved by the grantor
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Using the DING for Stacking the QSBS Exclusion

• Is the transfer to the DING acquired by “gift” for purposes of Section 1202?
• While incomplete for federal gift tax purposes, should still be deemed 

“acquired by gift”
• DING receives via donative transfer
• Gift still made by grantor – simply incomplete for federal gift tax purposes 

until distribution from DING – Keep in mind that the Grantor and 
Grantor’s spouse are beneficiaries – therefore, there is a mechanism to 
get cash out after the sale by a distribution back to the Grantor or 
Grantor’s spouse – timing should be carefully considered.

• For income tax purposes, still a non-grantor trust and separate taxpayer
• DINGs now on the no ruling list?   Should they be used at all??   Non-

Grantor SLATs as an alternative?
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Delaware Silent Trusts



GENERAL BENEFITS AND USES 
OF DELAWARE SILENT TRUSTS



General Benefits and Uses

• Silent trusts are most commonly used in conjunction with estate 
planning techniques like defective grantor trusts, completed gift non-
grantor trusts, etc. to allow for a settlor to make completed gifts and 
accumulate wealth within a trust without informing the beneficiaries 
of the trust.

• Silent trusts are often used by non-residents of the State of Delaware 
as many other jurisdictions do not permit silent trusts to the extent of 
Delaware law.  Non-residents will form a Delaware sitused trust to 
take advantage of the flexible Delaware silent trust statute.



Example Where A Delaware Silent Trust 
Provides A Solution
• Fred is a 100% owner of Trash, Inc. (an S Corporation) a very successful trash 

company worth $71.0 million dollars on a discounted basis.   Fred has a substantial 
federal estate tax problem and his advisors have suggested a number of strategies, 
including the funding of an intentionally defective “grantor” trust for the benefit of 
his 2 minor children, Joey and Jessica.   Fred will gift approximately $11.0 million of 
his federal lifetime gift exemption to the trust – approximately 15% of the business.   
Fred will also sell 34% of the business to the trust in exchange for a promissory note 
in the amount of $24,140,000.  Following the transaction Fred will own 51% of the 
business and the promissory note, and the intentionally defective grantor trust will 
own 49% of the business.    The “grantor” trust will qualify as a S Corporation 
shareholder.



Example Where A Delaware Silent Trust 
Provides A Solution (continued)

• Fred’s children, Joey and Jessica, are ages 8 and 9, respectively.   Because of the 
young age of his children, Fred is not certain whether he would want the trustee of 
the trust to provide Joey and Jessica with information concerning the trust and its 
assets upon them attaining the age of majority (which is 18 where Fred resides).   
Fred does not want the trustee of the trusts to provide any information regarding  
(i) Trash, Inc.; or (ii) the trusts, prior to them reaching age thirty-five (35).  Fred’s 
estate planner informs him that his children will be required to receive some 
information about the trust and Trash, Inc. upon reaching the age of majority based 
upon the laws where Fred resides.   Fred is considering not doing the estate 
planning as a result.



COMMON LAW DUTY 
TO INFORM BENEFICIARIES



Duty to Inform Beneficiaries

• In the United States, what are the general rules associated with a trustee’s duty 
to provide information to beneficiaries?
Common law:

• Section 173 of the Restatement 2nd of Trusts
• Trustee has a duty to a beneficiary to provide them upon request at 

reasonable times complete and accurate information as to the nature and 
amount of trust property and permit them to inspect the trust as well as 
its accounts and any other documents related to the trust.



Duty to Inform Beneficiaries (continued)

• Sections 82 and 83 of the Restatement 3rd of Trusts
• Section 82: For irrevocable trusts, a trustee has a duty:  a. to promptly inform fairly 

representative beneficiaries of the existence of the trust, of their status as 
beneficiaries and their right to obtain further information, and of basic information 
concerning the trusteeship; b. to inform beneficiaries of significant changes in their 
beneficiary status; and  c. to keep fairly representative beneficiaries reasonably 
informed of changes involving the trusteeship and about other significant 
developments concerning the trust and its administration, particularly material 
information needed by beneficiaries for the protection of their interests. 

• Section 83: A trustee has a duty to maintain clear, complete, and accurate books and 
records regarding the trust property and the administration of the trust, and, at 
reasonable intervals on request, to provide beneficiaries with reports or accountings. 



Duty to Inform Beneficiaries (continued)

• McNeil v. McNeil, 798 A.2d 503 (Del. 2002)  – Delaware Supreme 
Court case

• Default common law in Delaware that addresses the duty of a fiduciary to 
provide information

• Trustee has duty to furnish information to a beneficiary upon reasonable 
request

• Absent a request, a fiduciary must still communicate basic facts to the 
beneficiary, including whether someone is a beneficiary of a trust



Duty to Inform Beneficiaries (Continued)

• Unless trust instrument creates a silent trust, a fiduciary generally has 
a duty to inform a beneficiary of his or her interest in the trust once 
the beneficiary reaches the age of majority

• Age of majority is 18 in Delaware, but need to consider age of majority in 
state where beneficiary lives

• What amount of notification should a fiduciary provide when the beneficiary 
reaches the age of majority

• The settlor of the trust
• Copy of the trust instrument
• Trust statements showing assets, liabilities, receipts and disbursements



DEFINING THE DUTY 
TO INFORM BY STATUTE



Uniform Trust Code Approach To This Duty

• As of January 2020, 34 states have adopted portions of or a version of the UTC.
• However, the provisions regarding the duty to inform were not adopted verbatim 

by any state.  No true uniformity exists here!
• UTC Section 813 Duty to Inform

• Duty runs to ALL beneficiaries whether present or future, vested or contingent. 
• Beneficiaries are divided into multiple categories (1. current permissible beneficiaries, 2. 

“qualified beneficiaries” and 3. beneficiaries not in 1 or 2) See UTC Section 103. 
• Duty differs based on the category of beneficiary.  Upon request vs. mandatory.
• Irrevocable Trusts only
• Can the duty to inform be overridden by the settlor? See UTC Section 105(b). Depending on 

the state, there may be limits on what can be done….
• Some states such as Florida, allow for a surrogate to be named who will receive 

information in lieu of the beneficiary (In Florida, this surrogate is called a 
“Designated Representative”)



Uniform Trust Code – Surrogate Involved

• A small minority of UTC states, allow to a surrogate to be appointed who 
can receive information on behalf of the beneficiary.

• Key considerations?
• Is the surrogate a fiduciary?
• What standard of care applies?  Can it be modified?
• Does the surrogate have standing to sue or take non-judicial actions on behalf of the 

beneficiaries they represent?
• Are there limits on who can serve?
• How are conflicts of interest addressed?
• Does the trust need to modify the duty to provide information in order for a 

surrogate 
to be appointed?

• Does the surrogate have to affirmatively accept the role? 
• How long can the surrogate represent the interests of the beneficiary?



DELAWARE’S SILENT TRUST STATUTES 
12 DEL. C. SECTIONS 3303 AND 3339



Section 3303 (A) and the “Period of Time”

• 3303(a) permits a settlor of a trust to eliminate or restrict the beneficiary’s “right 
to be informed of the beneficiary’s interest [in the trust] for a period of time.” 12 
Del. C. Section 3303(a).

• Section 3303(c) provides a nonexclusive list of provisions related to the term 
“period of time.”

• Period of years, e.g. 20 years after the creation of the trust
• Age attainment, e.g. when the beneficiary reaches the age of 35
• Event certain to occur, e.g. grantor’s death
• Combination of two periods, e.g. the later of the beneficiary reaching the age of 35 or the 

grantor’s death
• “Period of time” is a flexible concept.
• Reasonableness in period of time – there is no reasonableness requirement in 

the statute, but most practitioners advise, and most fiduciaries consider, whether 
the period of time is reasonable



Designated Representatives

• 12 Del. C. Section 3303(d) –provision in Delaware trust law providing 
that a person serving as a designated representative shall represent 
and bind a beneficiary during the period of time the trust is silent.

• Use of a designated representative is optional but most trustees 
require its use.

• A designated representative is described in 12 Del. C. Section 3339.



How is a Designated Representative Appointed?

• 3339(a)(1) - Expressly appointed as “designated representative” under the 
governing instrument.

• 3339(a)(2) – Authorized, appointed, or directed under the terms of a governing 
instrument to represent 1 or more beneficiaries.

• 3339(a)(3) - Appointed by a person authorized in a governing instrument to 
appoint. 



How is a Designated Representative Appointed?
(continued)

• 3339(a)(4) – If a designated representative is not appointed in accordance with 
paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) above, is appointed by the trustor of the trust.   Even if 
the trust does not contain silent trust language limiting a beneficiary’s right to 
information for a particular period, a trustor can still utilize this power to name a 
designated representative for a minor, incapacitated, unborn, or unknown beneficiary if: 
(i) the designated representative serves in a fiduciary capacity, (ii) the appointed 
designated representative is not related or subordinate to the trustor within the meaning 
of 672(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, and (iii) the trustor provides notice of 
appointment of the designated representative to the parents or guardians of such 
beneficiary.

• 3339(a)(5) - If a designated representative is not appointed in accordance with 
paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(4) above, is a appointed by a beneficiary of the trust to 
represent such beneficiary.



Representation by a Designated Representative

• Designated representative may represent the beneficiary during the period of 
confidentiality.  

• Designated representative has standing to sue on behalf of the beneficiary.
• The representation extends to judicial proceedings (except for an appointment by 

the trustor under 12 Del. C. Section 3339(a)(4)) and nonjudicial matters, both as 
defined in a subsection (e) of Section 3303. 

• Any judicial proceeding – any proceeding before a court or administrative tribunal
• Any nonjudicial matter – includes but is not limited to

• The grant of consents, releases or ratifications pursuant to Section 3588;
• The receipt of a report for purposes of measuring the limitation period described in Section 

3585
• Non-judicial settlement agreements – Section 3338
• Non-judicial modification agreements – Section 3342



Beneficiary Safeguards

• Designated representative is presumed to be a fiduciary.
• Designated representative must accept the office in writing or 

otherwise agree to serve so that he or she is aware of the 
responsibility.



Amendment of Existing Trust

• Fred is a 100% owner of Trash, Inc. (an S Corporation) a very successful 
trash company worth $40.0 million dollars on a discounted basis in 2012.   
Fred had a substantial federal estate tax problem and his advisors 
suggested a number of strategies, including the funding of an intentionally 
defective “grantor” trust for the benefit of his 2 minor children, Joey  and 
Jessica. Joey and Jessica were 7 and 8 years old in 2012, respectively.   In 
2012, Fred gifted approximately $5.0 million of his federal lifetime gift 
exemption to the trust – approximately 12.5% of the business.   Fred also 
sold 36.5% of the business to the trust in exchange for a promissory note in 
the amount of $14,600,000.  Following the transaction Fred owned 51% of 
the business and the promissory note, and the intentionally defective 
grantor trust owned 49% of the business.    The “grantor” trust qualified as 
a S Corporation shareholder. 



Amendment of Existing Trust (continued)

• Fred formed the trust at the end of 2012 before the potential “anticipated” 
reduction in the federal estate and gift tax exemption amounts.   However, 
because Fred didn’t talk with you, Fred formed the trust in his home 
jurisdiction.  In his home jurisdiction, age 18 is the age of majority and 
silent trusts are NOT permitted.   Fred was never advised that Joey and 
Jessica would need to receive notice of the trust and its assets upon 
reaching the age of majority.   Jessica turns 18 next year and the trustee 
breaks the bad news to Fred – Jessica is required to get notice next year.   
Fred is very unhappy with the trust and doesn’t want Jessica notified next 
year.   What do you do?



Methods of Amendment

• Decanting 
• Merger
• Non-Judicial Settlement Agreement
• Non-Judicial Modification Agreement
• Court Petition
• Section 3343 Allocation of Powers
• Practice Tip.  If drafting non-Delaware trusts now, consider adding a trust 

protector or other appropriate party who has the power to amend the 
trust to convert the trust to a Delaware silent trust at a future date.   
Depending upon where Fred resides, this could provide an easy solution to 
Fred’s potential future problem.



Decanting

• Compliance with statute - (12 Del. C. § 3528) (e.g., power to invade 
principal)

• Generally speaking, trustee may exercise its power to invade principal in favor 
of a beneficiary and instead exercise the same discretion to invade the 
principal in favor of a new trust for such beneficiary.   Most trustees will do 
this if the beneficiaries of the trust also sign a release and indemnification 
agreement protecting the trustee from liability associated with entering into 
the decanting.

• Release of  trustee
• Who can represent and bind minor child without a material conflict of 

interest?   The new 12 Del. C. § 3339(a)(4) provides an option.
• Is decanting the preferred option to convert to a silent trust?



A Decanting Solution for Fred

• Fred moves the trust to Delaware by appointing a Delaware trustee (either 
DE resident or DE corporate trustee).  If Fred is concerned about a DE 
corporate trustee, he can make the DE corporate trustee a directed trustee 
so that investments and distributions are controlled by another party.  A DE 
corporate directed trustee is relatively inexpensive.

• Fred appoints someone to serve as designated representative that is not 
related or subordinate to represent himself to represent Joey and Jessica in 
accordance with 12 Del. C. § 3339(a)(4).  

• The DE corporate trustee decants the existing trust into a brand new DE 
trust that contains silent trust provisions that are carefully drafted.   The 
new silent trust provisions provide that no beneficiary shall receive any 
information about the trust prior to the age of 35.



A Decanting Solution for Fred

• The DE corporate trustee requires a release and indemnification in 
connection with the decant.   The newly designated representative will 
need to sign the release (in a fiduciary capacity) on behalf of Joey and 
Jessica.

• Can the designated representative safely sign the release?
• Designated representative should document the file why removing a 

fundamental right of notice was in the beneficiary’s best interest 
(disincentivizing the beneficiary, too much wealth at a young age, 
already has adequate resources and care, etc.).



Merger

• Compliance with statute – 12 Del. C. § 3325(29) 
• No change in dispositive provisions?

• Release of  trustee
• Who can represent and bind minor child without a material conflict of 

interest? The new 12 Del. C. § 3339(a)(4) provides an option.



Non-Judicial Settlement Agreement

• Compliance with statute  (12 Del. C. § 3338)
• Consent of all interested persons (representation of minor beneficiary)
• “Could” be approved by Court of Chancery?
• Does not violate a “material purpose”?
• If there is an issue with virtual representation, is the NJSA invalid in its 

entirety? The new 12 Del. C. § 3339(a)(4) provides an option.



Non-Judicial Modification Agreement

• Compliance with statute  (12 Del. C. § 3342)
• Written consent or non-objection of all interested persons (representation of 

minor beneficiary)
• Requires a living Settlor
• New or altered provision may be added so long as a new trust created on the 

date of the modification could have such provision.
• Can modify or violate a “material purpose”.
• If there is an issue with virtual representation, is the 3342 modification invalid 

in its entirety? The new 12 Del. C. § 3339(a)(4) provides an option.
• Consider federal tax consequences of settlor’s participation.



Court Petition

• Consent of All Interested Persons
• Guardian Ad Litem for minor beneficiary?

• Flint Considerations



Section 3343 Allocation of Duties

• Not a modification but a bifurcation of certain duties between or 
among co-trustees at the time of appointment.

• Party appoint the additional or successor trustees controls the 
powers exclusively allocated to a particular co-trustee. 

• Can the duty to inform be allocated exclusively to one co-trustee?
• Will the co-trustees who have been excluded from such duty be comfortable 

serving?
• If the empowered co-trustee fails to provide required information to the 

beneficiaries, do the excluded co-trustees have any responsibility to act?  



SILENT TRUST 
DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS



Silent Trust Drafting Considerations

• Clear Drafting
• Practical Considerations
• Proper Selection of Designated Representative
• Addressing Pre-Mature Knowledge of Beneficiary



Clear Drafting

• Trustee “shall have no duty to notify” vs. “shall not notify …”
• Specificity with respect to information to be withheld

• All information, including without limitation, statements, existence of the 
trust,
trust holdings, etc.

• Properly address appointment of successor designated 
representatives and resignation

• Standard of Care and Indemnification
• Reasonable period  
• Compensation



Practical Considerations

• Should the trust contain Crummey powers?
• Is an annual exclusion possible for gifts where Crummey withdraw rights are 

exercisable by a Designated Representative?  

• Consequences of distributions (non-grantor vs grantor trust)?
• What if the beneficiary is asked for asset disclosure in a prenuptial 

agreement context? 



Proper Selection of Designated Representatives

• Conflicts of Interests with other fiduciaries (Trustee, Investment 
Adviser, Distribution Adviser, Trust Protector) or beneficiary classes

• State Income Tax Issues (e.g., California)
• Confidentiality Concerns
• Practical Selection Concerns

• Financial knowledge
• Close relationship with beneficiary
• Willingness to serve (i.e., fiduciary role)
• Age, Capacity, etc.



Pre-mature Knowledge of Beneficiary

• Factual Situation:  Trust is silent until beneficiary reaches age 35.  
Beneficiary is currently 22 years old.  Beneficiary learns of trust’s 
existence through a conversation with older sibling.   Beneficiary 
contacts trustee for information and request for distribution.

• Result if trust does not address such issue
• Petition for instructions?

• Proper Drafting to Address Issue
• Knowledge of beneficiary terminates the silent trust period

• Consider Trustee Internal Safeguards



Materials on Business Planning by Another 
ACTEC Fellow
• Gorin, Structuring Ownership of Privately Owned Businesses:  Tax and 

Estate Planning Implications, available by emailing the author at 
sgorin@thompsoncoburn.com.



Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor, LLP
Rodney Square | 1000 North King Street | Wilmington, DE 19801



Disclaimer
• The presentation is for general informational purposes only. It is not intended as professional legal, 

accounting or tax advice, and any such intention or advice is expressly disclaimed. The application and 
impact of laws can vary widely based on the specific facts involved, or may change, and you should consult 
directly with your legal, accounting, or tax advisor with respect to your particular inquiries and needs.

• Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor LLP nor any attorney or presenter is responsible for any errors or omissions 
contained in this presentation. All information is provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, 
accuracy, timeliness, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event will Young Conaway 
Stargatt & Taylor LLP, its attorneys, or presenters be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or 
action taken in reliance on any information in this presentation or for any consequential, special or similar 
damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.  This presentation does not reflect the opinions 
of Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor LLP.

• Circular 230 Disclosure: To comply with U.S. Treasury Regulations, any information contained in this 
presentation is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by the recipient or any other person, 
for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties or any other restrictions that may be imposed under the Internal 
Revenue Code or any other applicable tax law, or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another 
party any transaction, arrangement or other matter in violation of the IRC or any other applicable law or 
regulation.
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